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he wave rotor combustor can significantly improve gas turbine
ngine performance by implementing constant-volume combus-
ion. The periodically open and closed combustor complicates
hermodynamic analysis. Key cycle parameters depend on com-
lex gas dynamics. In this study, a consistent air-standard aero-
hermodynamic model with variable specific heat is established.
n algebraic model of the dominant gas dynamics estimates fill

raction and internal wave compression for typical port designs,
sing a relevant flow Mach number to represent wave amplitudes.
onlinear equations for thermodynamic state variables are solved
umerically by Newton–Raphson iteration. Performance mea-
ures and key operating conditions are predicted, and a quasi-
ne-dimensional computational model is used to evaluate the use-
ulness of the algebraic model. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3078790�

Introduction
Significant efficiency improvement is theoretically possible us-

ng pressure-gain combustors for gas turbines and jet engines �1�.
ressure gain can be achieved by confining the combustion mix-

ure or by promoting detonation, with examples in pulse combus-
ors �1�, wave rotor combustors �2�, and pulse detonation engines
PDEs� �3�. While the PDE relies on the inherent properties of a
etonation wave, constant-volume combustion in wave rotor com-
ustors relies mainly on mechanical confinement �4�. Deflagrative
ulsed combustion was employed in the earliest known gas tur-
ine �5� and the V-1 “buzz bomb.” An inherent challenge of
ulsed combustion is integration with nozzles, inlets, and turbines
hat prefer steady flow �3�.

The wave rotor combustor integrates relatively well with turbo-
achinery and benefits from internal compression, as explained

elow. First developed as a pressure-exchange device, the wave
otor has been demonstrated �6� as a combustion device. Compu-
ational fluid dynamics �CFD� models �7� can determine varying
as properties on the inlet and outlet planes and integrate them
ver a cycle to estimate pressure gain. At a simpler level, purely
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thermodynamic analyses provide quick assessment of engine per-
formance, but ignore gasdynamic constraints. Previous analytical
models �8,9� have considered thermodynamic or particular gasdy-
namic cycles of pressure-exchange wave rotors, rather than “on-
rotor” combustion. CFD models are necessarily specific in geo-
metric and physiochemical features, and not as broadly applicable.
It is desirable to establish an analytic aerothermodynamic model
with the gasdynamic and energetic characteristics of the wave
rotor combustor, providing realistic performance and thermal data
for engine configuration design and operation.

This study establishes a consistent air-standard aerothermody-
namic model evolved from previous models �10�. It specifically
includes the dominant gas dynamics of the wave rotor combustor,
with complex fluid losses represented by wave process efficien-
cies. Real gas caloric behavior is represented by a polynomially
temperature-dependent specific heat, cp�T�. Important engine per-
formance parameters, temperature, and pressure data are evalu-
ated as functions of an independent gasdynamic parameter that
represents the primary wave amplitude in the rotor. CFD predic-
tions are presented for some wave rotor cycles and combustion
modes in a limited range of parameters to complement the predic-
tions of the analytic model.

2 Wave Rotor Combustor
Although pressure-exchange wave rotors were commercialized

decades ago �11�, wave rotor combustors have been investigated
only in recent years. Predicted potential for gas turbines and
stand-alone engines led to experiments by General Electric �GE�
in the early 1960s �2�, and a successful demonstration by Asea
Brown Boveri �ABB� in Switzerland in the early 1990s �6�. Both
efforts highlighted needed improvements, mainly in mechanical
design. A recent rig design by Rolls Royce awaits testing �12�.

2.1 Wave Rotor Geometry and Working Principle. A wave
rotor combustor consists of several combustion channels on a
drum that rotates between two stationary end plates �2�. By rota-
tion, each channel is periodically charged and discharged as it
rotates past properly sized and timed inlet and outlet ports. When
recharged with combustible mixture and closed, combustion is
initiated and completed within the channel. Mechanical confine-
ment of combustion gas in a fixed channel volume allows rela-
tively even pressure rise by deflagrative combustion, but detona-
tive or intermediate modes of combustion are also possible �4�.
The flows in the manifolds �ducts� connected to the inlet/outlet
ports are nearly steady, while rotor channel flow and combustion
are inherently nonsteady—a key advantage of the wave rotor con-
figuration �2�.

The general model of gasdynamic processes inside the rotor
channels used here is illustrated in Fig. 1, a simple schematic
wave diagram of the typical outflow-inflow-combustion cycle in
the wave rotor, with the common gas turbine and compressor
shown schematically. Indispensable for cycle depiction, the wave
diagram represents the time history of wave processes in each
rotor channel as it rotates. Simplified pictorial depictions of three
selected channels are shown at key reference states during the
cycle of operation, and the trajectories of important waves are
shown as various lines. Details of the combustion process are not
shown; it is assumed to be completed under fixed volume. The
focus is on the inflow-outflow gas dynamics that significantly in-
fluences the overall thermodynamic outcome. Unlike many other
pulse combustion systems and PDEs, the wave rotor combustor
operation is characterized by internal wave compression and ex-
pansion processes due to exit valving.

Atmospheric air �State 1� is compressed conventionally and en-
ters the wave rotor �State 2� with fuel. Discharged burned gas
�State 3� is expanded in a turbine to ambient pressure �State 4�.
Each channel undergoes filling, initiation and completion of com-
bustion, and blowdown of the pressurized gas to the turbine. Fol-

lowing combustion, high-pressure gas is expelled when the right
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nd of the channel opens to the exhaust port, creating an expan-
ion wave that travels to the left. As pressure falls, the left end of
he channel opens to the inlet port, admitting combustible mixture.

hile filling continues, the scavenging of burned gas through the
xit port is stopped by closing the exhaust port, generating a com-
ressive wave or “hammer shock.” The residual gas and fresh
ir-fuel mixture �State A� trapped in the channel are favorably
ompressed by this shock wave, which propagates toward the inlet
nd wall. With both ends of the channel closed, the mixture is
gnited. Confined combustion increases the pressure and tempera-
ure in the channel to State B, with any residual gas moderating
he pressure gain. Every channel undergoes exactly the same cycle
n phase with its angular location, providing relatively steady flow
t any port location.

A variety of cyclic flow and wave patterns are possible, depend-
ng on port timing, fuel distribution, and combustion modes �2�. In
articular, flammability limits dictate nonuniform fuel distribution
esulting in stratified combustion and leaves either hot burned
esidual gas or cold unburned gas within the channels. This work
resents an algebraic model for the case of burned residual gas,
roviding periodic solutions for a wide range of wave amplitudes
nd residual gas fraction, down to the limit of zero fill with no
ressure gain.

Aerothermodynamic Cycle Analysis
Air-standard cycles often assume either a homogeneous

ontrol-mass closed system �e.g., Otto cycle�, or steady-flow
ontrol-volume component open systems �e.g., Brayton cycle�.
ddly, the wave rotor combustor is characterized by nonsteady
ave processes in nonhomogeneous fluid and by periodically
pen and closed phases. Nalim �10� provided a generalized ther-
odynamic model for pressure-gain combustors, considering in-

ernal losses and the buffering effect of residual gas. Their mod-
l’s independent parameters—fill fraction and wave

ig. 1 Wave pattern in a developed view of the wave rotor
ombustor
ompression—are linked in the present aerothermodynamic

54506-2 / Vol. 131, SEPTEMBER 2009
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model to a single independent variable, using the theory of char-
acteristics and shock waves.

3.1 Assumptions. The conventional combustor in an unrecu-
perated gas turbine is replaced by the wave rotor, while the com-
pressor and turbine are retained, with fixed adiabatic efficiencies.
Wave rotor internal compression and expansion are also assigned
adiabatic efficiencies to account for internal friction, shock losses,
gradual opening/closing losses, and nonuniform port-mixing
losses, by associating inflow with compression and outflow with
expansion. Heat and leakage losses are neglected, consistent with
adiabatic treatment of the turbomachinery. Combustion is treated
as an external heat addition, and the working fluid is standard air
�13� with cp�T�=0.9703+6.790�10−5T+1.658�10−7T2−6.786
�10−11T3 kJ /kg /K, T in kelvin. While the thermodynamic cycle
is constructed on a calorically-true air-standard basis using this
formulation consistently, the gasdynamic model assumes locally
linear caloric behavior.

3.2 Analytical Procedures. The compressor inlet state is as-
sumed as atmospheric �stagnation temperature T1t and stagnation
pressure P1t�, and its adiabatic efficiency �c and pressure ratio
�c= P2t / P1t are prescribed. The compressor discharge stagnation
temperature T2t is determined �14� using Newton–Raphson itera-
tion �15� to solve nonlinear polynomial equations.

The wave rotor cyclic wave pattern and ideal pressure gain
depend on port timings and boundary conditions, and on mixture
composition and combustion characteristics. This study, con-
densed here from a more detailed report �16�, considers a simple
wave pattern amenable to algebraic modeling, characterized by a
single independent gasdynamic variable �outflow Mach number�
that controls fill fraction, �, and wave amplitudes of compression
and expansion. It uses a simplified representation of the exhaust-
port wave dynamics, leaving more complex cycles to be analyzed
with CFD modeling.

Assuming thorough mixing of channel gases during combustion
for conservative performance estimation �10�, any residual gas
will originate from mixed burned gas at postcombustion State B.
We assume further that residual gas expands isentropically from
State B to rA �assigning equivalently any irreversibility to the
exiting gas expansion process�. Thus, the mass conservation of
ideal gases �gas constant, R� during combustion in a fixed volume
requires

�TA + �1 − ��TrA = TB
PA

PB
= TB�exp�−�

TrA

TB cp�T�
RT

dT	
 �1�

Conservation of energy requires heat addition evaluated for the
trapped channel mass to equal that over the entire combustor as an
open system

��
TA

TB

cv�T�dT + �1 − ���
TrA

TB

cv�T�dT = ��
T2t

T3t

cp�T�dT �2�

For chosen combustor inlet and exit total temperatures T2t and T3t,
these mass and energy equations involve four unknowns, TA, TrA,
TB, and �. To close the analysis, we seek additional relationships
below to obtain estimates of � and TB based on the gas dynamics
of the exhaust and filling processes.

The initial rotor exit Mach number �M3� is selected as an inde-
pendent parameter, and distinguished from a port average M3avg.
Note that a low value of M3 corresponds to a weak outflow ex-
pansion wave, and thus both a weak hammer shock and a low fill
fraction, tending to Brayton-cycle constant-pressure combustion
in the limit, as M3→0. Assuming constant port static pressure and
entropy, static temperature T3 is calculated iteratively from T3t and
M3avg.

M3avg, �, and TB are estimated based on a model of gas dynam-
ics and port timing greatly simplified by iteratively estimating a

mean specific heat ratio, �, for the expansion process only, with-
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ut contradicting the fidelity of the overall thermodynamic analy-
is to air-standard caloric relations. Sound speed, a, and velocity,
, across an isentropic expansion wave are related by a Reimann
nvariant equation of one-dimensional unsteady gas flow �8�

uB +
2aB

� − 1
= u3 +

2a3

� − 1
⇒ TB = T3�� − 1

2
M3 + 1
2

�3�

lthough determined by approximate gas dynamics, this estimate
f TB anchors a particular thermodynamic cycle that will be con-
tructed on a calorically-true air-standard basis. Other properties
t State B are derived from calorically-true air-standard relations
o States 3 and 3t. The expansion wave fan has wave speed aB at
ts leading edge, and initially a3−u3 at its trailing edge. Upon
eflection after traversing the channel length, L, the wave speed of
he reflected leading edge changes as it passes through the wave
an from aB initially to a3+u3. Using a linear average for the
ariable speed region, the intersection location, x, of the reflected
eading edge with the initial trailing edge, and arrival time of the
eflected leading edge, tlead, are, respectively

x =
L�aB − a3 + u3��aB + a3 + u3�

aB�aB + 3a3 − u3�
�4�

tlead =
L

aB
+

x

�aB + a3 + u3�/2
+

L − x

a3 + u3

or M3�0.9, this estimate of tlead is found to be within 1% of an
xact analytical calculation reported in Ref. �8�. A similar assump-
ion is made to estimate the time of arrival of the reflected trailing
dge of the fan as

ttrail =
L − x

a3 − u3
+

x

�aC + a3 − u3�/2
+

L

aC
with

�5�

aC = a3�1 −
� − 1

2
M3


eing the speed of sound in the simple wave region C behind the
eflected expansion, estimated using the appropriate Reimann in-
ariant. The exit port is assumed to close when the exit velocity
eaches zero at t3, taken to be the simple average of tlead and ttrail.
urthermore, we assume a linear exit velocity profile between u3
t tlead and zero at t3 to define M3avg such that it predicts mass flow
quivalently in the exit port.

The computed M3avg is compared with the nominal value speci-
ed as a parameter, and the calculation is iterated to improve the
stimates of TB and M3avg. The fill fraction is the ratio of outflow
ass to channel mass

� =
�3M3avga3t3

�BL
=

P3

PB

TB

T3

�ttrail + tlead�a3

2L
M3

tlead + �ttrail − tlead�/4
tlead + �ttrail − tlead�/2

�6�

he remaining unknowns TA and TrA are determined by two-
imensional Newton–Raphson iteration of mass and energy con-
ervation, with evaluation of the Jacobian matrix of the functions.
he pressure ratios for adiabatic internal compression and expan-
ion are obtained by applying isentropic efficiencies �WC and �WE
o the internal compression and expansion processes, respectively,
nd the combustor pressure gain P3t / P2t is determined. Turbine
pecific work is calculated, applying a given turbine efficiency, �t,
nd the cycle performance is determined.

Application
For illustration, the above methodology is applied to a wave

otor combustor retrofit of a commercial small gas turbine: the
apstone C-60 microturbine engine, with manufacturer-estimated
c=4.8, T3t=1227 K, �c=83%, �t=85%, with T1t=300 K, and
ssumed wave rotor internal efficiencies.

ournal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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4.1 Wave Rotor Combustion Effect on Existing Engine.
Design of a wave rotor combustor for this engine assumes fixed
P2t, T2t, and T3t, and a resized turbine for flow matching. As
design parameter M3 increases from zero �no filling� to near unity
�choked condition�, a stronger expansion fan with larger pressure
drop �PB / P3t� and larger positive flow work generates corre-
spondingly higher wave compression pressure ratio �WC
= PA / P2t and larger inlet flow work due to the stronger hammer
shock. Fixed heat addition at higher temperature and larger fill
fraction, causes higher overall pressure ratio, �= P3t / P2t. Con-
versely, as M3→0, all wave amplitudes die out, �→0, and the
cycle degenerates to the Brayton cycle.

The effect of � and �WC predicted by simpler thermodynamic
models �10� is confirmed, but the aerothermodynamic model il-
lustrates how these two parameters tend to work together, rather
than independently. An effective gasdynamic cycle design must
provide both strong wave action and high fill fraction. Overall
cycle performance metrics are shown in Fig. 2, for internal effi-
ciencies �WC=�WE=0.85 or 0.75, for each calculation. Compres-
sion and expansion efficiencies have significant impact on overall
performance, highlighting the need for better understanding of
wave rotor loss mechanisms using detailed CFD modeling and
experiments.

4.2 Effect of Combustor Heat Addition Temperature
Ratio. The combustor fuel burn and consequent temperature in-
crease will vary for off-design operating conditions and for other
engines. Performance metrics are shown in Fig. 3, as the combus-
tor temperature ratio varies between 2.0 and 3.5, for fixed com-
pressor outlet conditions with internal efficiencies assumed at
80% and M3 set to 0.6. The fuel-air mass ratio is varied to match
an average fuel heating value. Unlike in the ideal Brayton cycle,
where cycle efficiency is a direct function of compressor pressure
ratio, the wave rotor combustor increases gains with more heat
input, due to its pressure gain. Different combustor designs should
be evaluated for a given combustor temperature ratio.

5 Computational Model
Using the results of the algebraic model as a guide, CFD is used

to investigate more complex and realistic gasdynamic and com-
bustion features, and to provide quantitative predictions for spe-
cific rotor and port geometry. CFD models should be selected
judiciously, depending on knowledge of grid-scale physics. De-
tailed model features cannot be validated until equally detailed
experimental observations are available. Measurements of the un-
steady gas dynamics in a pressure-exchange wave rotor have been

Fig. 2 Efficiency, �, and specific work, w, as functions of wave
rotor combustor exit Mach number for different wave rotor in-
ternal efficiencies
recently used �17� to validate a quasi-one-dimensional unsteady
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ow code �NASA-Q1D� with comprehensive loss modeling �7,18�
nd a simple combustion model. This simplified CFD model dif-
ers from the presented algebraic model in the following aspects.

�a� The port timing and boundary conditions can be set arbi-
trarily without simplistic wave patterns or uniform flow
assumptions, but require significant judgment, experi-
ence, and creativity, for example, allowing the designer

ig. 3 Cycle efficiency, specific work, and pressure gain as
unctions of temperature ratio with M3=0.6, �WE=�WC=0.8

Fig. 4 CFD simulation of wave rotor combustor c

propagating deflagration in stratified fuel-air mixture

54506-4 / Vol. 131, SEPTEMBER 2009
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to optimize port opening and closing to maximize wave
compression and fill fraction.

�b� Different timing and combustion models are used, and
there is no large-scale mixing of postcombustion gases
affecting residual gas density and fill fraction.

�c� The algebraic model is indifferent to combustion rate and
assumes uniform overlean combustible mixture. In the
CFD model, a minimally flammable mixture with an
equivalence ratio of 0.7 is required, and thus requires the
channel mixture to include “dilution” air �apart from re-
sidual gas�. The resulting thermal stratification strongly
influences wave speeds, port timing optimization, mixing
losses, and pressure gain. The flame speed depends prin-
cipally on turbulent eddy diffusivity, assigned to be 1000
times the molecular diffusivity.

�d� The CFD model explicitly includes wall friction drag,
shock losses, and port-mixing losses, while other losses
modeled in the code were not activated. Loss effects are
case dependent, unlike the assumed �WC and �WE of the
algebraic model.

�e� Specific heat ratio is constant at �=1.3, and the hydraulic
diameter is set at 0.083L for estimating friction losses.

An example CFD simulation is presented in Fig. 4 as computed
contour plots or “wave diagrams” of nondimensional pressure,
temperature, and fuel concentration as a function of time �vertical
axis� for one cycle period. A plot of inflow and outflow velocity is
also presented, leftmost. The temperature, pressure, and velocity
are nondimensionalized by the combustor inlet stagnation state
properties, T2t, P2t, and a2t, respectively, while the fuel concentra-

le with burned residual gas „�=0.76… and forward
yc
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ion is referenced to an equivalence ratio of 0.70. Axial distance is
ondimensionalized by channel length, L, and time by L /a2t. A
olor scale bar is provided to the immediate right of each contour
lot. The port and wall durations are indicated, respectively, by
hite and black vertical lines sidelining each contour plot.
Following prior combustion the exit port opens with its static

ressure set at 60% of inlet stagnation pressure, and generates an
xpansion wave that travels to the left, causing high speed out-
ow. As pressure falls at the inlet wall, the inlet port opens, and
ubsequently, the exit port closes, generating the hammer shock.
he inlet port closes exactly when the hammer shock arrives,
aving supplied a stratified mixture that places fuel in flammable
ixture near the inlet end wall and unfueled air in the remainder

f the channel. Unlike in the algebraic model, neither outflow nor
nflow is uniform �see velocity plot�, and neither precombustion
or postcombustion gases are uniform. When the exit port closes,
he right side of the channel is occupied by residual hot gas,
onsisting of almost all the hot gas from stratified combustion in
he previous cycle, much hotter than the equivalent burned re-
idual of the algebraic model where the combustion gases mix
ully in the channel. Hot residual gas degrades performance �11�,
nd the highly nonuniform exit velocity and enthalpy flux profiles
uggest a large mixing loss. The flame propagates “forward” from
he igniter placed on the inlet-side end wall. The hot and cold
ases are expelled when the exit opens again, and are assumed to
ully mix in the exhaust duct to reach the required State 3t con-
itions.

5.1 Summary of CFD Studies and Comparison With the
lgebraic Model. Diverse cycle features �2� are possible with

dditional ports, nonuniform fuel-air mixtures, or different com-
ustion modes and ignition methods. The computational study in-
luded cycles in which residual gas is unburned and relatively
old, obtained by limiting combustion to a downstream part of the
hannel. Although the main thermodynamic parameters of alge-
raic and CFD models are similar, the CFD model makes fewer
implifying assumptions and retains more detailed features, in-
luding significant kinetic energy and pressure imbalance in the
as at all times. Furthermore, the states identified as A and B in
he algebraic model generally cannot be identified unambiguously
n the CFD models, as the flow does not completely equilibrate in
ressure nor at all in temperature. Wave compression pressure
atio, �WC, is estimated from mass and energy conservation.
owever, equivalent compression and expansion efficiencies can-
ot be determined, except for the cases of ��1.
With these caveats in mind, the data from ten CFD solutions for

ombustion with burned residual gas �six cases� and unburned
esidual gas �four cases� were examined. They all involve strati-
ed fresh mixture, in contrast to the uniform mixture assumed in

he algebraic model. The overall temperature ratio is maintained at
3t /T2t=2.44�0.02, and a range of exit static pressure and port

imings are used to obtain varying �.
�WC and � were independent parameters in earlier purely ther-
odynamic models �10�, but gas dynamics drives both up at

igher flow Mach numbers. For burned residual gas, their corre-
ations were positive but different for CFD and algebraic methods.
tratified burned and cold gas layers in the CFD model multiply
nd delay the wave reflections, and dictate different port timings,
s exit velocity gradually decreases and weakens the hammer
hock.

The algebraic model was exercised for constant �=1.3 and
WC=0.73 and �WE=0.86 efficiencies derived from a fully purged
FD case with the same combustion direction as the burned-gas

esidual CFD cases. Comparison of the algebraic and CFD calcu-
ations of performance must consider the combined influence of
ycle parameters. A useful linear extension of the dependence of

on parameters �WC and � can be extracted from the algebraic

odel by approximating the algebraic solution with a linear mul-

ournal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power
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tivariate regression fit. Such a correlation is potentially useful for
design guidance, and can be tested for validity using CFD predic-
tion for similar cases.

The algebraically predicted pressure gain was analyzed using
standard statistical regression techniques available in a spread-
sheet software program and found to be approximated well �cor-
relation coefficient 0.999642� by a linear fit �=0.815+0.287�
+0.166�WC. The limited number of CFD cases with burned re-
sidual gas and forward combustion propagation are tested against
this prediction in Fig. 5 �small diamond markers�. Although they
lie in a different region of the �-�WC space, the computed pres-
sure gain of the burned residual CFD cases are reasonably well
matched with the predictions of the linearly-extended algebraic
model. This correlation allows the predictions of the algebraic
model to be extended to wider gasdynamic regimes, if the residual
gas density is comparable to algebraic model assumptions. Much
of the deviation from fit to the CFD model may be due to varia-
tions in wave compression and expansion efficiency that are dif-
ficult to estimate.

Also shown in Fig. 5 are the same comparison for the CFD
cases of unburned gas residual �backward flame propagation� and
no residual �both forward and backward propagations�. It is un-
surprising that the correlation is poor for unburned residual gas, as
this contradicts an important assumption of the present algebraic
model. A separate model for unburned residual gas cycles may
allow a parallel correlation to be established.

6 Conclusions
A consistent air-standard aerothermodynamic algebraic analysis

is applied to the wave rotor combustor, using the theory of char-
acteristics and shock waves and variable specific heat. As wave
amplitudes, fill fraction, and degree of combustion confinement
vary with an independent design parameter, the model evaluates
the combustor pressure gain and cycle performance. Furthermore,
an existing wave rotor combustor CFD model is exercised to
evaluate algebraic model applicability. Although the linkage be-
tween wave compression and fill fraction in the CFD model is
different from the algebraic model, the general performance
trends, as a function of these variables, are similar.

Analytic predictions that a fully purged wave rotor combustor
could provide a nominal 60 kW microturbine with nearly 40%
pressure gain and 30% fuel savings are consistent with CFD
analysis allowing shock, friction, gradual opening, and port-
mixing losses, but additional losses must be considered.

Nomenclature

Fig. 5 Pressure-gain comparison of CFD and linear approxi-
mation to algebraic model
a 	 speed of sound �m/s�
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cp and cv 	 constant-pressure and constant-volume specific
heats �kJ /kg /K�

L 	 channel length �m�
M 	 Mach number
P 	 pressure �Pa�
R 	 gas constant �kJ /kg K�
T 	 temperature �K�
t 	 port open time �s�

w 	 specific work �kJ/kg-air�
u 	 velocity �m/s�
� 	 fill fraction
� 	 pressure ratio
� 	 efficiency
� 	 specific heat ratio

ubscripts
A 	 state before combustion
B 	 state after combustion
C 	 state after reflected expansion wave
c 	 compressor
r 	 residual gas
t 	 stagnation state total property

WC 	 wave compression
WE 	 wave expansion
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